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ABSTRACT

In this workshop paper, we examined how non-equivalent
communication technologies impact on trust in partially
distributed conceptual design teams. To incorporate the
uniqueness of partially distributed team setting, we
distinguished trust into two categories, which were trust
towards distant partners (distant trust) and trust towards colocated partners (co-located trust). Findings revealed that
media has a varying impact on distant trust depending on
different combinations of communication technologies
utilized in the experiment. Further research directions are
discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Organizations frequently utilize partially distributed teams
to overcome geographical distances, to increase flexibility,
and to become more responsive to the global market [2,3].
Partially distributed team consists of two or more sub-teams
that are geographically distributed [6]. In such setting,
communication within sub-teams occurs face-to-face, while
communication between sub-teams is attained through
communication technologies. The communication difficulty
intensifies and further impacts trust in distributed work
settings due to the lack of physical context and spatial
reference [5]. The absence of physical context significantly
impedes the process of relationship building, and the lack of
spatial reference complicates the communication process
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due to limited paralinguistic cues, which may further have a
negative impact on trust. In this regard, communication
technology becomes influential on trust, as it has differing
capacities of transferring physical contexts and spatial
references.
In this workshop paper, we aim to examine how different
combinations of communication technologies impact on
trust. Specifically, we aim to examine non-equivalent
communication technologies, such as communication over
laptops to mobile devices. As recent distant collaboration
became more fast-paced, partially distributed team
members may use a variety of communication devices to
collaborate with their distant colleagues. For instance, team
members in a conference room may use a full-fledged
telepresence system, while another team member who is on
a business trip may join the conference using a mobile
device. Despite the feasibility of such scenario, there is a
lack of empirical studies that examined trust in such
conditions. In this regard, we report results from a
laboratory experiment that examined participants’
perceived trust level towards their distant partners (distant
trust) and co-located partners (co-located trust) using
different combinations of communication technology in the
context of partially distributed conceptual design work.
EXPERIMENT

A one-way between subjects ANOVA was conducted to
compare the media effect on trust level in four different
communication technology conditions:
•
•
•
•

COND1: Telepresence to telepresence
COND2: Telepresence to laptop (tablet PC)
COND3: Telepresence to mobile device
COND4: Laptop to mobile device

A total of 64 junior or senior undergraduate students (25
females and 39 males) participated to form 16 four-person
groups. Each four-person group consisted of two dyad subgroups, where these sub-groups were separated in two
different rooms to simulate a partially distributed team.
Then, each group collaboratively worked as a team to
complete a conceptual design task. None of the participants
had prior experience of working together, nor had prior
acquaintance with their group members.
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Figure 1. Experiment setting: (a) telepresence environment, (b) tablet PC environment, and (c) mobile device environment.

To measure trust, we have modified McAllister’s
interpersonal trust measures [4], so that the questions reflect
the partially distributed team setting. For example, in the
original instrument, the first question asks the extent to
which one perceives sharing relationship with her team
member. We have modified this question so that it asks for
both co-located and distant team members. This was to
make comparison of trust level between co-located and
distant team members. The data were obtained in a Likert
scale of 1 representing ‘strongly disagree’ and 5 referring
‘strongly agree.’
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The conceptual design task took approximately 2.5~3
hours. The design objective was to design an add-on device
to an existing hand or arm-powered wheelchair so that
paraplegic users can easily traverse the standard roadside
curbs without any assistance. Each group was asked to
submit two outputs as a group, which were a detailed
conceptual sketch of their design solution, and a use case
scenario that explains a step-by-step procedure of user
actions to operate their design.
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Figure 2. Trust level between co-located and distant partners.
Trust Level by Communication Technology

We then examined the communication technology impact
on distant and co-located trust levels.

FINDINGS
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Trust Level by Co-located vs. Distant Partners

We initially examined the perceived trust levels towards
distant and co-located partners (distant trust and co-located
trust respectively) regardless of communication technology.
As illustrated in figure 2, co-located trust was higher
(Mean=4.25, SD=0.62) then that of distant trust
(Mean=3.90, SD=0.56). To further test statistical
significance, we first checked the normality of the data
using Shapiro-Wilk W test. The data was not normal
(W=0.96, p<0.001), and thus Mann-Whitney U test was
utilized. The Mann-Whitney U test revealed that co-located
trust was significantly higher than distant trust (Z=-3.67,
p<0001). This result was somewhat expected, as co-located
group members communicate and interact face-to-face with
their co-located partners.
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Figure 3. Trust level of distant and co-located partners by
communication technology (red circle indicates statistical
significance).

As illustrated in figure 3, co-located trust level was
marginally higher than distant trust for all technology
conditions. Interestingly, co-located trust almost did not
vary across conditions (MIN=4.19, MAX=4.25). Yet, distant
trust showed a decreasing trend from COND1 to COND4

The findings also revealed that there was an increasing
trend of the difference between distant and co-located trust
levels by communication technology conditions. This
implies that the difference of trust level may have increased
as the difference of communication technologies increased
as illustrated in figure 4(a). Conditions 1, 2, and 3 all
utilized a telepresence system on one side, while their
distant counterparts used telepresence (COND1), tablet PC
(COND2), and mobile device (COND3).
Mean%diﬀerences%of%distant%
and%co/located%trusts%
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communicate with their co-located partners. Thus,
telepresence users had the least difference between distant
and co-located trust levels.
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(MIN=3.68, MAX=4.13). A further statistical analysis
revealed that distant and co-located trust levels in condition
4 showed a statistical difference (t-ratio=-2.82, p<0.01)
indicating that co-located trust was significantly higher than
distant trust in groups that used tablet PCs and mobile
devices to communicate with their distant sub-group
members.
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Figure 5. Distant and co-located trust within each
communication technology users (red circle indicates
statistical significance).

However, mobile users showed the most difference between
distant and co-located trust levels (red circle in figure 5).
Based on the t-test analysis, co-located trust was
significantly higher than distant trust for mobile users (tratio=-3.56, p<0.01). This means that participants who used
mobile devices perceived higher trust towards their colocated partners when compared to their trust towards their
distant partners.
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Figure 4. Mean difference of distant and co-located trusts by
communication technology conditions.

The result for COND4, which showed the most difference
between distant and co-located trust levels, refers that
communication technology impact on trust becomes pivotal
in less richer communication technology.
Trust Level By Communication Technology Users

We compared the distant and co-located trust levels within
and between each communication technology users. There
were total three types of communication technology used in
the experiment as listed below.
• Three conditions of telepresence users (COND 1-3)
• Two conditions of laptop users (COND 2, 4)
• Two conditions of mobile users (COND 3, 4)
As illustrated in figure 5, distant trust level showed a slight
decreasing trend from telepresence (Mean=4.0), tablet PC
(Mean=3.83), and mobile users (Mean=3.78). Conversely,
co-located trust level showed a slight increasing trend,
where mobile users had the highest co-located trust
(Mean=4.41) followed by tablet PC (Mean=4.22) and
telepresence users (Mean=4.19). Based on our observation,
telepresence users tend to easily focus on their distant
partners, due to high-resolution large display.
Simultaneously, they were also able to easily interact or

CONCLUSION

Based on the findings, communication technology has an
impact on team members’ perceived level of trust in
partially distributed conceptual design teams. We have
identified that communication technology influences distant
trust, yet has almost a negligible impact on co-located trust.
The media impact on trust intensifies in two situations: (1)
when the difference of communication technology increases
(COND1~COND3), and (2) when teams use less richer
communication technology (COND4). Similarly, mobile
users had the most significant difference between distant
and co-located trust levels.
An interesting aspect of examining distant and co-located
trust levels is to scrutinize the meaning of the ‘differences’
between these two trust levels. What does the extent of
difference between distant and co-located trust levels
signify in relation to team performance or communication?
To be specific, if the difference is large, will it negatively
impact on team performance and collaboration experience?
If so, what are the consequences? Based on prior research,
partially distributed teams have inherent problems, such as
lack of knowledge transfer [7] and increased susceptibility
of in-group dynamics [1]. We hypothesize that the
difference between distant and co-located trust levels are
signifiers of such problems in partially distributed teams. If
a team member has higher trust towards their co-located
partner, it is likely that she will communicate or interact

more frequently with her co-located partner. Such instances
may lead to sharing knowledge only to her co-located
partner, and may also engender in-group favoritism. Further
research is warranted to answer the abovementioned
questions and to find evidence of our hypothesis in the
context of partially distributed conceptual design teams.
Yet, we believe that the findings from this study are the first
step of the investigation.

Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering at
Virginia Tech. Kleiner's research has been focused on the
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the right balance of human and technology-based functions
in automation and the collaborative and organizational
aspects of design, construction, operations, maintenance,
and service.
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